Driven by the need for identifying the presence of flow noise components in a towed volumetric acoustic array, methodologies are developed for high resolution 3-dimensional (3-D)
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
In order to reduce the interfering effects of noise radiated by the platform ship, passive and active sonar systems generally utilize arrays of hydrophones mounted on a cable that are towed behind the ship as their receivers. Besides waterborne acoustic noise (e.g. ambient noise, tow ship, shipping, biologics etc.), another important source of noise or interference present in towed arrays is flow noise. Flow noise is nonacoustic in nature and is caused by boundary layer turbulence exciting the array structure (including excitation of flexurallike waves in the array hose wall) and inducing pressure fluctuations on the surface of the hydrophones [1, 2] . Flow noise can significantly degrade sonar performance, e.g. probability of target signal detection, especially at high tow speeds. Therefore its presence and properties are of much interest to sonar system designers.
This work is motivated by the problem of identifying the presence of flow noise in a small sparsely-sampled volumetric array. Much insight into the types of noise present in an acoustic array can be obtained by performing a wavenumberfrequency (k-J) analysis of the space-time noise field measured by the array as it is towed through the water. A volumetric array requires 3-D wavenumber analysis as a function of frequency because ofthe 3-D arrangement ofhydrophones. Hence we begin by reviewing 3-D k-f analysis. spectrum is defined as the expected value P(k,f) = E Z JP(Pm t)e j27(k P" -ft)dt 2 (1) Or equivalently, (2) where eH(k) [ej2wkTpl ej2wkTP2 ej2kTPM ] is a 3-D wavenumber steering vector; vector Pm contains 3-D position coordinates of the m-th array element, and R[f] is the nominal spatial covariance matrix of the noise field measured by the array at frequency f. In the above equations, the 3-D wavenumber vector k = [k ky k, ]T is defined in a Cartesian coordinate system. In this paper, k1 is always measured down the array axis. From formula (2) we see that the wavenumberfrequency spectrum is nothing more than a three-dimensional spatial Fourier analysis of the measured hydrophone signatures as a function of temporal frequency.
The structure of the wavenumber-frequency power spectrum is highly revealing about the types ofnoise sources present. This is best illustrated using a equi-spaced line array example which needs only a 1-D k-f analysis, that is, as a function of k1 and f. When the array elements are separated in distance by d, all plane wave acoustic signals must all lie in the k-f cone depicted in fig. 1 Estimating the k-f spectrum from real at-sea data is hard. Real acoustic data is often contaminated by acoustic interference such as that arising from the tow ship (as a result, sidelobe leakage from interferers can obscure weaker k-ffeatures) and can be non-stationary because of array motion. In the case of a volumetric array, an especially challenging problem is visualization of the 4-D k-fvolume on a 2-D display.
In the remainder ofthe paper, we develop a Krylov spacebased high resolution k-f spectrum estimator and apply it to actual at-sea data collected from a volumetric array to identify the presence of flow noise. The Krylov-based high resolution estimator is compared against the periodogram and Capon's method [4] and is shown to work well. We also discuss and demonstrate methods for visualizing the 4-D k-fvolume using slices of the spectrum taken in a spherical coordinate system.
2. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS AND RESULTS The array ofinterest is comprised oftriplet sets ofhydrophones that are arranged and mounted in a triangular-like pattern (see fig. 2 ) on semi-rigid supports that are embedded in a hoselike structure. Unlike a conventional line array, the volumetric arrangement of hydrophones permits unambiguous left-right identification of acoustic sources. gion at a given frequency, the angles q5 and 0 correspond to the actual azimuthal and elevation angles respectively of an acoustic signal impinging upon the array. High levels of side-lobe leakage and limited resolution power associated with periodogram approach affects the performance ofwavenumber-frequency analysis in revealing useful spatial modes and flow noise, especially when strong towship interference is present in the estimated CSDM R[f, t]. Fig. 3(a) shows a 2-D slice cut out ofthe 4-D k-fvolume in (3) obtained by setting (0, q) = (9go, 0) and plotting wavenumber k versus frequency f in the spherical coordinate system (this is equivalent to scanning k, versus frequency while setting ky = k, = 0). The strong ridge-like feature present in the k-fspectrum that roughly follows the lower dashed line is radiated noise from the tow ship. The weaker ridges in the same orientation in the acoustic and non-acoustic regions are a result of sidelobes. This clearly illustrates the deleterious effects of side-lobe leakage of periodogram-like approaches.
Greatly improved performance in terms of sidelobe leakage and resolution can be obtained by using a high resolution spectral estimation method such as Capon's method [4] . Capon's method can be directly applied to estimate the 4-D wavenumber-frequency volume, PCAPON(k, f, t)
However, inverting the R[f, t] with a large eigen-spread will result in mode smearing and focusing problems. Shown in Fig. 3(b) is a 2-D slice ofk-f spectrum from the 4-D k-f analysis results ((0, ) = (90°, 0°)) using Capon's method in eq.
(4). Although greatly improved sidelobe leakage over the periodogram, we will show in the next section that even better performance can be attained using vector conjugate gradient (V-CG) rank-reduction approaches.
Improving performance using V-CG rank-reduction
In [8] , motivated by the problem of adaptively detecting a signal using an array with a large number of sensors, we advocated using a Krylov subspace-based adaptive dimensionality reduction technique to improve detection performance and reduce sensitivity to model order uncertainty. In this application we are using the array manifold vector to scan the 3-D (5) where the rank-r V-CG space-time filter vector Wr (k, f, t) is constructed out of the Krylov space according to r Wr(k,f, t)
ai di C kr{R[f t], e(k)}, (6) i=l with Krylov space kr{R, e} =< e, Re, ,R e >. In the above V-CG space-time filter formulation, the conjugate direction vectors di and combination coefficients ai are adaptively calculated from the estimated CSDM and the array manifold specified steering vector, without matrix inversion, using an iterative procedure [7] :
-initialization:
We further point out that the rank-r V-CG k-fspectrum in (5) can be interpreted as a Capon's k-f spectrum (without matrix inversion) in a reduced r-dimensional Krylov space. That is, 
Data results
In fig. 3 (c) and fig.4(a) , we demonstrate the high resolution results from our wavenumber-frequency analysis using the V-CG method((O, ) = (900, 0°)) with rank 4 and 5. Fig. 4(bc) show the k-f spectrum plotted for (0, ) = (900, 900) and (0, ) = (0°, 900). As expected, the wavenumber resolution is much poorer now since we are scanning along the cross section dimensions of the array which are small relative to the signal wavelength. Results in figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate that the conventional method suffers severe side-lobe leakage from the tow-ship interference (parallel modes in k-f slice), while the Capon's method experiences mode smearing effect at low frequency region and loss of focus on spatial modes at high frequency region. Focused spatial modes can be seen across the frequency band of interest in the proposed V-CG method. It appears that most of the noise power is primarily concentrated in the acoustic region (marked by the white dashed lines) with little noise present in the non-acoustic region. This suggests that little flow noise is present in the array. We also notice that the slowness spectrum provides a simple way of coherently consolidating the power distribution at different frequencies from the k-f spectrum. For a give 4D wavenumber-frequency function P(k, f, t), the slowness spectrum can be extracted as, (9) Fig. 5 shows the slowness spectra of a rank-5 V-CG method. Consistent peak locations in the slowness spectra acoustic region indicate that all acoustic modes are non-dispersive as expected.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Further work is needed in effectively visualizing the 4-D k-f volume. Although "slicing" the spectrum along each ofthe x, y, and z wavenumber axis is highly revealing, it is plausible that some flow noise effects may have been missed as a result of this scanning scheme. Another approach is based on the observation that because of the cylindrical symmetry of the array (see fig. 2 ), there should be no "preferred" orientation of the wavenumber spectrum in the y -z plane. Hence one could average out ky and kz by integrating around a circle of some fixed radius in the y -z plane.
Finally, Krylov-based rank reduction V-CG methods provide significant improvements in performance over periodogram and Capon's methods when applied to real volumetric data.
(c) Rank-4 VCG method P(rak -4) (k, f, t) Fig. 3 . 2D k-f slices out of 4D wavenumber-frequency spectrum estimates from different methods, at a fixed time slot and a fixed spatial direction (0, 5) = (90°, 0°).
(c) VCG P,(rank 5) (k, f, t), viewing in k, direction. 
